A migrate mega is created in the reconstruction of the city as the refuge of the original citizens. After their moving back to the new residences, another group of citizens repeat this process. When the migration is finished, the migrate mega will turn into a public activity center of the site, keeping a memory of the days and nights they spent in it for the people.

The new micro-urbanism is based on a grid which includes the new residence, the new public buildings and sufficient green. Buildings like schools and shops with large scale are divided into several small parts and will be shared by the surrounding people.

How much do they earn per month?

Process

2006–2007—migrate mega
The migrate mega is built in out of the waste. The first group people moved in and have the experience of the displacement.

2008–2010—grow
The first group of the migrant have moved out. As the population of the second group is larger, the migrate mega has to grow and get ready for the next displacement.

2010–2011—new home
The third group of the migrants enter their new home. The migration is over. The migrate mega is empty.

2012–2015—creek
Public buildings are activated. The migrate mega is divided and the living unit of the mega exchanged into the small public facilities of the site.

2014–2016—urbanization
All functions of the site are activated. The migration plaza is created. The new port and the new metro station is completed.

2017—update
With the help of those small public buildings, city becomes easier for the update. The organizer chose the most urgent one to update instead of rebuilding the whole. The city then runs in a low-cost review mode.